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Screening for lung cancer: Can it be cost-effective?
Olli S. Miettinen
Abstract
LAST YEAR, THE LANCET REPORTED ON A STUDY concerning a particular, avant-garde regimen of CT-based screening for lung
cancer, showing its great superiority relative to the corresponding regimen based on traditional radiography (Lancet
1999;354:99-105). That report was met with great interest
in the media, worldwide. It thereby also led to substantial
public demand for the state-of-the-art screening, in the
United States especially. I here argue that, despite the prevailing official recommendations against any and all screening for lung cancer in the United States and Canada, it actually already is knowable that modern screening, with
suitable specifications of both the screening itself and its recipient, not only is effective but can be effective enough to
amply justify its cost. It thus is time for authorities to formulate, ever more inclusively, those cost-justifying specifications — and to promote research providing for further expansions of and innovations in them. American authorities,
however, have not reacted this way to the new situation
and, I dare say, they have been tenaciously irrational (and
thereby irresponsible) in their underlying ideas about the
nature of the proper knowledge-base for screening practice
and of the research serving to advance this. It remains to be
seen how timely, and how compellingly rational, the Canadian official reactions will be; and this too matters greatly,
as countless lives hang in the balance, within Canada and,
especially, in the world at large. Ex Canada lux?

A

particular regimen of screening, when applied to
people of a particular kind at a given cost, may or
may not be cost-effective. If it is the belief of experts that it is, then that regimen should be recommended
for use in those people and such practice should be covered
by health insurance. Analogously, if the belief is that it is
not cost-effective, then it should be recommended against
and should not be covered by insurance. And if experts are
in doubt or in disagreement, there should be no recommendations for or against, no guidelines in respect to that
particular combination of types of screening and screenee
— and no presumption of knowledge-based policy in respect to insurance coverage.
As for lung cancer, eminent agencies and organizations
in the United States and Canada have recommended
against any type of screening on any type of indication,1 and

this policy continues to be in place; but meanwhile, recommendation for lung cancer screening has been adopted as a
public-health policy in Japan.2 Accepting cost-effectiveness
as the basis of rational policy3 and presuming the attainability of cost-effective screening to be essentially the same in
the United States or Canada as in Japan, it must be concluded that at least one of these conflicting policies is irrational — and that both of them are if, even in respect to the
most promising combination of types of screening and
screenee, it remains unknown whether acceptable costeffectiveness is attainable in efficient practice.
The question of whether screening for lung cancer, with
suitable specifications, can now be taken to be cost-effective
has suddenly become one of keen interest, following the report that my colleagues and I published of our baseline experience with CT screening in the Early Lung Cancer Action Project (ELCAP).4 That report principally showed that
a particular avant-garde regimen of CT-based screening is,
relative to its counterpart based on traditional radiography
(“x-ray”), greatly superior in “detecting” (i.e., prompting the
diagnosis of) asymptomatic lung cancer; and further, that
false-positive results of the CT screening test, under suitable guidelines, do not constitute a serious problem even in
baseline screening (in which they naturally are much more
common than in repeat screening, the latter focussing on
new findings). The editorial commentary attached to the report had a telling title: “Screening for lung cancer: time to
think positive.”5 The media took great interest in this,
worldwide; and in the United States in particular, considerable public demand for the screening immediately arose. At
the same time, though, the US National Cancer Institute
counselled caution and proceeded to develop plans for a
long-term randomized controlled trial (RCT) on the lifesaving effectiveness of “screening” (i.e., of early intervention
provided for by early, screen-prompted diagnosis in place of
symptom-prompted diagnosis).
The issues surrounding screening for lung cancer are
not only suddenly topical; they are also exceptionally big, as
this cancer in North America now causes more deaths than
colon, breast, uterine and prostate cancers combined.6
While the US National Cancer Institute apparently will,
for quite a while, be studying whether screening for lung
cancer is at all useful in the prevention of deaths from this
disease, near-universally fatal in the absence of screening,
perhaps the authorities here in Canada will, without any
undue delay, concern themselves with the question of: with
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of cost between screen-prompted early diagnosis and symptom-prompted later diagnosis of the rule-in type, and this
difference multiplied by the probability of screen-prompted
diagnosis (rule-in) is yet another element in the cost (expected) of a screening (single, repeat). And finally, the costs
of intervention are different between screen- and symptomdiagnosed cases — distinctly lower with screen-diagnosed
cases, in which resection usually is all that is required — and
this difference (negative), again multiplied by the probability
How to think about the cost-effectiveness?
of screen-prompted diagnosis, enters into the cost.
The effectiveness associated with this cost (of a single reAny given regimen of screening for lung cancer needs to peat screening) — the gain that might justify the cost — is,
be defined in respect to the following elements: the screen- as with the effectiveness of whatever purposive action, the
ing test; positive results of the test; the diagnostic algo- extent to which it produces its intended consequence.
Given the nature of the screenrithms that are activated, respecing regimen, together with the
tively, by various positive results
In cost-effective “screening” (early diagnosis),
profile of the screenee at the
of the screening test; and the frethe delivery of the diagnostic regimen is effitime of this screening (notably
quency with which such unit
cient (cost-minimizing), the regimen itself is
smoking history and age), there
“screening” (i.e., the test tooptimized for cost-effectiveness, and the indiis a corresponding probability for
gether with the result-contingent
cations for its use (screenees) are such that
diagnosis (rule-in) of lung cancer
definitive diagnostics) is rethe gain in life expectancy justifies the cost.
resulting from this particular inpeated. The screening — pursuit
stance of the regimen’s applicaof early diagnosis, that is — at
tion, 0.5% perhaps. This
baseline is prone to differ from
the repeat screenings; and if it does, it is the nature of the prospect is not of value per se but only if the aim in the
repeat screenings that in all essence alone has bearing on pursuit of screen-prompted diagnosis is to take advantage
the regimen’s cost-effectiveness. After all, application of the of its associated higher rate of curability relative to that asscreening test in any given individual is prone to be repeti- sociated with symptom-prompted diagnosis, perhaps a 40
percentage-point reduction in the overall rate of fatality
tive and is, thus, typically of the repeat-screening type.
The unit screening’s successive repetitions in a given in- (from 90% to 50%). Now, insofar as these two numbers
dividual do not have identical effectiveness. The probability are applicable, the instance of unit screening provides a
(prevalence) of asymptomatic-but-detectable cancer 0.005 × 40% = 0.2% probability of curing (by early interchanges (increases) over increasing age, and also the detec- vention) an already present though still asymptomatic lung
tion’s utility in extending life expectancy changes (de- cancer, fatal if left for symptom-prompted diagnosis. This
creases) over increasing age. For this reason already, the probability has its ultimate relevance in its consequent gain
regimen’s cost-effectiveness in the context of a particular in life expectancy (from early intervention, in lieu of late).
indication (profile implying probability of presence of la- The screenee’s current age etc. define life expectancy content lung cancer jointly with age per se, mainly) is best ditional on current absence, or cure, of lung cancer, perthought of in reference to a single repeat screening. This fo- haps 10 years longer than in the presence of lung cancer
cus is essential for optimization of the regimen’s applica- left for symptom-prompted diagnosis; and with this added
tion to any given individual — mainly a matter of defining input the gain in life expectancy would be 0.005 × 0.4 × 10
the ages at which to begin and end the screenings. More- years = 0.02 year, resulting from a single repeat screen. In
over, it provides for greatly enhanced simplicity in dealing the particular context of screening for lung cancer, applied
to apparently healthy people with the principal aim of prewith cost-effectiveness.
In the cost (monetary) of a single repeat screening, the venting premature death, it is indeed reasonable to think of
main element is the cost of the screening test itself. When effectiveness in terms of added life-years per se, without
false-positive results of the test (in its repeat application) are having to deal with quality-adjusted life-years.3
not very rare, one relevant added element is the typical cost
As for potential attainability of cost-effective screening,
of the diagnostic work-up brought about by a false-positive then, the very first point of contemplation might be that of
result of the test, multiplied by the probability of such a re- how the screening, with whatever regimen, should be orgasult. It is this ruling-out work-up in the absence of diagnos- nized so as to minimize its unit (per unit screen) cost, that is,
able cancer that, apart from the screening test itself, mainly to maximize the efficiency of its implementation, to make it
is peculiar to screening. For, when diagnosable cancer is efficient. Beyond this, and in reference to this organizational
present, the screen-prompted diagnosis merely substitutes framework, there is of course the challenge of designing the
for what otherwise would become a later, symptom- screening regimen itself with a view to maximization of its
prompted diagnosis. There is, however, a positive difference cost-effectiveness in various potential applications. And fiwhat specifications, if any, can screening for lung cancer already
be judged to be sufficiently useful to justify its cost? The purpose
of the exposition below is to stimulate critical thinking in
this direction, by Canadian health authorities in particular.
For, it remains possible that our authorities are more committed to effectively caring for people’s health than to conducting redundant research on the consequences of knowably effective care that remains denied to the people.
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nally, the applications themselves, as to their indications
within and across individuals, need to be designed with a
view to attainment of cost-effectiveness.
In respect to a screening program thus designed for
maximal cost-effectiveness, the need is to know or surmise
the magnitude of its unit cost, C, and the magnitudes of the
component parameters that jointly imply the effectiveness,
E, of the unit screen, the latter expressed as the resulting
gain in life expectancy. Then, C/E represents the perceived
cost-effectiveness, usually expressed as the cost per life-year
gained. Thus, if the unit cost of the screening (as organized) were taken to be, say, $200 and the effectiveness of
its unit application the 0.02-year gain in life expectancy
considered above, then the corresponding cost-effectiveness of the screening would be expressed by $200/0.02 =
$10 000 as the cost per life-year gained. The smaller this
cost is, the higher is the cost-effectiveness.
Screening, like any activity in health care, is said to be
cost-effective if its cost-effectiveness is as high as is practically
attainable for the purpose and, as such, high enough to justify the activity.

How to think about screening-associated
curability and its implications for mortality?
Interest in the possibility of cost-effective screening for
lung cancer derives, principally, from the near-complete incurability of this disease — its case fatality rate of some
90% — when left to be diagnosed on the prompting of
symptoms (or an incidental finding in chest imaging).
The idea that the dismal, mere 10%, rate of curability in
the absence of screening would be improved by screening is
deduced from two premises, one diagnostic and the other
interventive. The diagnostic premise is, naturally, that
screening leads to diagnoses at less advanced pathologic
stages of disease progression — including more common
diagnoses in stage I. Just as naturally, the interventive
premise is that curability is more common in the context of
diagnoses at relatively early stages — especially in stage I.
This idea of enhanced curability in association with
screen-prompted diagnoses, derived from those qualitative
premises, is qualitative only; but any contemplation of cost-

effectiveness requires a quantitative outlook. In the latter,
the point of departure is the adoption of a scale, an operational one, in terms of which it is possible to express how
“early” any given diagnosis of lung cancer is. The adopted
scale might be the familiar TNM scale7 of stages; it might
be one of categories of size of the tumour; or it could be a
combination of those two (beyond the size dichotomy in
stage I). Given such a scale, one is concerned to know, or at
least to surmise, for each of its categories the corresponding quantitative entries from the screen-diagnostic distribution
and the curability function, respectively — the proportion,
Pi, of screen-diagnosed (asymptomatic) cases falling in this
category and the rate, Ri, of curability of diagnosed cases —
asymptomatic — falling in this category. These quantities
imply the overall rate of curability for screen-diagnosed
cases (50% in the example above) — as the sum of the PiRi
products over all of the categories. It may bear emphasis
that while those diagnostic parameters (Pi) are peculiar to
the screening regimen at issue, the interventive ones (Ri)
presumably are not; and further, that it is reasonable to
presume both sets of parameters to be independent of the
risk profiles and life expectancies of the screenees.8
The impact of screening on fatality rate — the complement of curability rate — depends not only on the curability of screen-detected cases, but also on that of cases detected when symptoms are exhibited before the next
scheduled screening; these two rates are quite possibly different even when disease stage and tumour size are factored
in. The overall rate of curability of cases diagnosed under
screening, 45% perhaps (Table 1), is a weighted average of
the overall rates of curability for the screen- and symptomdetected cases, with weights proportional to the respective
frequencies of the two types of diagnosis under screening.
The complement of this combined overall rate of curability
— the fatality rate under screening — as a fraction of that
prevailing in the absence of screening (55%/90% = 61% in
the example above) implies (as its complement, 39% in the
example) the percentage decline in lung-cancer fatality rate
that the screening would provide for among the screenees.
This reduction in fatality rate translates to the same proportional decline in lung-cancer mortality rate among the
screenees, though only after a lag time corresponding to

Table 1: Potential rates of curability of lung cancer under screening and
under no screening, with corresponding reference rates shown in
parentheses

Strategy

Prompting of diagnosis

Screening

Positive result of a
screening test
Symptoms
Either
Symptoms

No screening

Curability rate, %

Proportion of
cases
diagnosed, %

With
screening

Without
screening

80
20
100
100

50
25
45
(45)

(6)
(25)
(10)
10
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the maximum of the time from screen-prompted diagnosis
(of very small malignancy) to death from the cancer (relatively slowly growing), if not cured; it thus is fully manifest
in those who have been screened for, perhaps, 10 years or
longer (and continue to be screened). For the screened and
unscreened combined, the screening would provide for this
decline multiplied by the proportion of cases of lung cancer
that occur among the screenees. With only a small proportion screened, the latter decline is quite small; but this has
no bearing on the cost-effectiveness of the screening, as
both the cost and the benefit are confined to the screenees.

of stage IA and quite small even at that — presumably is
appreciably higher. Rather conservatively, therefore, the
curability rate for cases diagnosed by screening (repeat) of
the ELCAP type can be presumed to be 0.7 × 70% '50%,
the rate used in the illustration above. Part of the conservatism in this calculation is that it ignores the curability associated with stage II and later stages. A related element is
this: The symptom-detected, interim-diagnosed cases tend
to be of relatively early stages in comparison with all cases
(symptomatic) diagnosed in the absence of screening; their
relatively high rate of curability, perhaps 25% in contrast to
the overall reference rate of 10% (Table 1), means that for
How high might the cost-effectiveness be?
the screen-detected cases the rate of curability in the absence of screening would be even lower than the 10% used
At present, ideas about potentially cost-effective screen- as the reference value for the 50% rate of curability in the
ing for lung cancer center on the use of CT scanning, on example calculataions above, 6% perhaps (Table 1).
screening regimens pivoting on this type of screening test
Given these properties of the regimen itself — its effiand involving CT in the further
ciency-associated unit cost and its
diagnostics as well; and more
indication-independent rate of
The advent of CT has recently provided major
specifically, they now tend to
curability for diagnosed cases —
advances in respect to the screening test for
center on the particular CTit remains to understand its polung cancer and its associated definitive diagbased regimen devised by the
tential use in terms of the indicanostics, while little has happened in the declinical investigators in the piotion. Can the case rate be as high
velopment of interventions to supplement reneering ELCAP4 now underway.
as the 0.5% and the cure-associsection of the tumour. Thus, the prospects for
My discussions with clinicians
ated gain in life expectancy as
cost-effective screening for lung cancer sudwho have concerned themselves
much as 10 years, as in the illusdenly are brighter than ever before, while in
with this topic lead me to undertration? It is quite a special feathe absence of screening the disease remains
stand that with efficient organizature of lung cancer that highly
as incurable as it has been in the past.
tion, it should be possible to condiscriminating risk assessment is
duct ELCAP-type “screening” —
feasible; and as there are readily
i.e., pursuit of early diagnosis, rule-out or rule-in — for a identifiable instances of lifetime risk in excess of 10%, these
unit cost well under US$200, the amount I used — quite correspond to annual risks, and also to rates of case detecconservatively — in the illustration above. In repeat screen- tion in annual screenings, of at least 0.5% in suitably deing, a positive test result is a matter of finding a new (newly fined ranges of age, in the late 50s for example — with redetected) “noncalcified” “nodule,” one that has grown since maining life expectancy more than 10 years in excess of the
the previous screen. Its ELCAP-type work-up begins with a typical time from screen-diagnosis of lung cancer to death
course of antibiotics, followed by assessment of the result by from it, if not cured.
re-imaging. This may show complete resolution and thus
Overall, these considerations imply that CT-based
end the work-up. Otherwise, documented absence of further screening for lung cancer, suitably specified, can be pregrowth serves to obviate biopsies (CT-guided) — just as doc- sumed to save lives at a cost lower than the US$10 000 per
umentation of further growth, at an appropriate rate, serves life-year saved in the illustration above. This level of costto justify biopsy and to support possible cytologic diagnosis effectiveness is very well within the range of practiceof malignancy.4,8
acceptability, 3 implying that suitably specified CT-based
Following that illustration further, could the curability screening for lung cancer can be presumed to be quite costrate for cases of lung cancer detected by ELCAP-type effective.
screening be as high as the 50% used in that illustration
(Table 1)? At baseline in the ELCAP,4 23 of the 31 diag- Implications for policy
nosed cases (all screen-diagnosed) were non-small-cell carcinomas of stage I; and it seems quite reasonable to preThe presentation above, concerning the economic and
sume that experience with repeat screening will show the especially the medical underpinnings of rational policies on
proportion of non-small-cell cases of stage I to be about screening for lung cancer, focuses on the current context of
70% among all screen-diagnosed cases. In the context of available types of screening test, further diagnostics and inclassical radiographic-and-cytologic screening the rate of terventions; and it bears emphasis that the advent of CT
curability of stage I cases — inherently truly malignant and has just recently provided major advances in respect to the
not “overdiagnosed”8–10 — is about 70%.9,10 The CT coun- screening test and its associated other, definitive diagnostics,
terpart of this — with almost all of the stage I cases actually while little has happened in the development of interven1434
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tions to supplement resection of the tumour. Thus, the ease, the idea that modern screening for lung cancer (cum
prospects for cost-effective screening for lung cancer sud- early intervention) indeed is known to be effective in predenly are brighter than ever before, while in the absence of venting death from this dreaded disease. The doctor
screening the disease remains as incurable as it has been in would have to reaffirm the correctness of the premises and
the past.
acknowledge that the deduction from those is logically imAs for how bright the prospects now are, I have sketched peccable; and then, somewhat flustered, the doctor would
my perception of this; and the very first implication of this have to proceed to point out that even the most modern
perception, were it to be accepted and acted upon by pol- and promising type of screening for lung cancer is not offiicy-setting experts, would be that
cially known to be effective, much
the still prevailing recommendaless officially known to be costEven though modern screening for lung cantions against whatever possible
effective so as to justify its covercer with suitable specifications is costscreening for lung cancer in the
age by health insurance — even
effective, North American authorities have
United States and Canada,1 difon the most compelling of indinot acknowledged this, much less devoted referent from that in Japan,2 would
cations and irrespective of how
search resources to expansions of the specifibe rescinded. After this updating
low the cost might be. Now the
cations and innovations in them. A major hinof the broadest policy — to allow
inquirer, in considerable disbedrance to progress at present is the doctrine
for the possibility of cost-effeclief, would be very curious to
of RCTism — demanding evidence from rantive screening under suitable
learn what it is in official medidomized controlled trials, even when they
specifications — the authorities
cine that can override logical dewould be irrelevant for defining cost-effective
would set out to actually specify
duction from securely agreedpractice.
the respective regions of recomupon premises, leading to an
mendation against, recommendaofficial stance of agnosticism or
tion for, and policy neutrality. Each of these specifications nihilism even. The doctor, already overtly flustered, would
would be guided by appreciation of the principal determi- need to point out that, in official medicine at present, fornants of cost-effectiveness addressed above: the elements in mally correct conclusions deduced from materially correct
the regimen’s unit cost and the determinants of the regi- premises can be questioned, and indeed totally ignored, so
men’s effectiveness in application.
long as there is lack of direct evidence, notably from RCTs
Policy-setting experts on this topic scarcely can defensi- — including here, despite their irrelevance for the diagbly ignore the essence of my assessment of the current nostic subissue8 and their ethical inadmissibility as well as
prospects as for cost-effective screening for lung cancer; scientific superfluousness for the interventive subissue.8
and they especially cannot deny the fundamental fact that
Perhaps the most fundamental policy issue in this conthe advent of screening CT (helical, low radiation-dose) text is the degree to which there is to be genuine and unhas created a new situation that calls for re-examination of compromising commitment to reason in lieu of the curpolicy. But if, even in this new situation, the policy-expert rently pervasive adherence to the doctrine of RCTism.8
view is that cost-effective screening still cannot be envi- With liberation from this doctrine, limited practice (as to
sioned with any combination of types of screening and indications especially) could already be recommended, and
screenee, brought together with whatever degree of attain- research resources could be directed to expansions of and
able efficiency, this persistent official nihilism needs to be innovations in the recommendations.
documented and made public, its “justification” included.
In the meantime, awkward encounters can occur in Policy updates, such as they are
practice. People concerned with their prospects of getting
to be diagnosed, in the absence of screening, with incurAt the time of this writing, both the American Cancer
able lung cancer will continue to raise the question of Society and the US National Cancer Institute are distancscreening for this disease in the hopes that early diagnosis ing themselves, ever so slightly, from their existing recomand its consequent early intervention would avert such a mendations against screening for lung cancer.
possibility. Such a person might ask the doctor whether
The American Cancer Society now expresses itself as
modern screening indeed provides for earlier diagnosis, follows:11
and whether earlier diagnosis indeed now provides for
more effective intervention. The doctor would have to In spite of the limitations of the existing data, it is generally acgive a confidently affirmative answer to each of these two cepted that lung cancer screening is not effective, whereas it
questions, including in respect to pre-CT types of screen- would be more appropriate to regard the current evidence-based
ing, not as a matter of personal belief but of general situation as one in which there are insufficient data to recommend for or against lung cancer screening. ... [T]he recommenknowledge in medicine,8–10 and from this the concerned in- dations from the Verase [sic] meeting have prompted the ACS to
quirer would deduce the idea that modern screening for initiate a process for reconsidering the current advice, potenlung cancer indeed can serve to avert death from this oth- tially stressing both the limits of the existing data, as well as the
erwise essentially incurable and near-uniformly fatal dis- paradoxical findings of trial results versus case-finding series.
CMAJ • MAY 16, 2000; 162 (10)
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So, the American Cancer Society now expresses the stance
of wholesale agnosticism only, still not knowing any available type of screening for lung cancer on any type of screenee to have been, or even now to be, at all effective in preventing death from this disease (through early
intervention); and further, were the American Cancer Society to come upon positive “trial” (RCT) results on effectiveness, it would take this qualitative evidence to be a sufficient basis to recommend for screening, without regard to
any specifics — in sharp contrast to the analytic, quantitative, cost-effectiveness outlook described above, which is
specific to particular types of screening and screenee. Direct evidence, even if only qualitative and only subjectively
(mis)interpreted,8 rules the “evidence-based situation,” stifling reason — as in Evidence-based Medicine practiced in
place of reason-and-knowledge-based medicine.12
The National Cancer Institute, by contrast, does not appear to be about to reconsider its nihilistic advice. But it,
too, appears now to be agnostic about the effectiveness of
modern screening for lung cancer, as it is just now seriously
considering the investment of hundreds of millions of US
dollars in an RCT that, perhaps no earlier than 15 years
from now, would serve to test a qualitative — and knowably false — “hypothesis” of no difference in effectiveness
between two turn-of-the-century regimens of lung cancer
screening: upon “informed” consent, misinformed people
would be randomized to knowably superior (CT) and inferior (x-ray) screenings — both presumably obsolete in
2015, to say nothing about the policy-irrelevance of qualitative ideas even in respect to state-of-the-art approaches.
RCTism at the extreme of its irrationality!
Canadian authorities are yet to express themselves in the
new situation that the ELCAP has, however inadvertently,
brought about. How timely, rational and knowledge-based
their updated recommendations will be, this remains to be

seen. But they will be anything but inconsequential, as
countless lives hang in the balance, within Canada and, especially, in the world at large. Ex Canada lux?
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